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Epiphany 3 - Australia Day 2014 
 
 
In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
 

That Australia Day also this year falls on the Third Sunday after Epiphany invites us 

to bring together in some way, these two themes. A question that was asked in last 
Sunday’s Gospel, could well be asked again on this Australia Day.  
 
“What are you looking for?” Not just question the Jesus asked the would-be disciples 
who puffed down the road after Jesus after he had been pointed out to them. 
Not just the question that the Gospel last week asked you and me about what we are 
looking for in life. This time it might well be applicable to our country on its national 
day. “What are we looking for?” 
 
That’s a question with many answers when we think of the diverse people who make 
up this nation of Australia. There are many serious and thoughtful answers but on the 
level of popular culture at least, as reflected in the pitch of the advertisers, the ‘What’ 
we are seeking would seem to be rather vacuous; hedonistic and materialistic fun in 
the sun fuelled by burgers and beer.  
 
What are we Christians to say in answer to the question, “What are you looking for in 
all this?” I think that what we offer fundamentally is the story of our own seeking and 
finding. Epiphany is about looking and seeing. About seeking something-insight, 
enlightenment, finding one’s spiritual destiny.  
 
It began with the story of the Magi three weeks ago. We then heard of John the 
Baptizer seeking the one who was to come after him, of whom he was the forerunner- 
preparer of the way. We heard of Jesus calling disciples to come after him, “ Come and 
See”. We hear again Jesus calling the disciples to come with him on his journey, away 
from their lakeside occupations. 
 
I’d like to go back to the story of the Journey of the Magi. One of the hymns we had 
on that day a few weeks ago was a particularly ‘fairy floss’ version in my opinion. I 
prefer the TS Eliot poem version which opens:  
 

‘A cold coming we had of it, 
Just the worst time of the year 
For a journey, and such a journey: 
The ways deep and the weather sharp, 
The very dead of winter.’ 
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It ends with the now elderly Magus thinking back about it: 

 
All this was a long time ago, I 
 remember, 
And I would do it again, but set down 
This: were we led all that way for 
Birth or Death? There was a Birth, 
 certainly, 
We had evidence and no doubt. I had 
 seen birth and death, 
But had thought they were different; 
 this Birth was 
Hard and bitter agony for us, like 
 Death, our death. 
We returned to our places, these 
 Kingdoms, 
But no longer at ease here, in the old 
 dispensation, 
With an alien people clutching  
their gods. 
I should be glad of another death. 

 
The elderly Magus is asking from his place of inner stuckness, “What was that all 
about?” He was in a place at home neither with the mystery of the Child they had 
found, nor with the status quo - the old life, the alien people clutching their gods. The 
poem reflects Eliot’s own lifelong quest for meaning in an age that had rejected 
meaning. Change is indeed possible, for an older person but such a transformation 
does not come without a struggle with the self through time nothing less than a sort 
of death to self, and a struggle with the culture.  
 
What are we to look for? In this county - where are we going? What shall we become?  
 
I am reminded of another poem by the Australian Poet, Douglas Stewart. Entitled 
“Terra Australis” it tells a story of two people who in a ghostly, dreamlike event, meet 
in mid Pacific though separated 300 years in time.  
 
One of these was Pedro De Queiros a Portuguese explorer who sailed westward from 
South America in search of the fabled “Great South Land of the Holy Spirit” following 
his earlier expedition as navigator for Alvaro de Mendana in 1567, when they 
discovered the Solomon Islands. De Quieros was something of a Catholic crank who 
believed he had been chosen by God to bring catholicism to Terra Australis and 
establish a new Jerusalem there. So another expedition in 1605 set off, to further this 
discovery of the “Great South Land of the Holy Spirit” which ended in disaster with de 
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Dequeiros enraging his mutinous crew with his puritan catholicism to the extent that 
he barricaded himself in his cabin for three months and returned to the americas. 
 
His claim to have discovered Terra Australis was of course incorrect, but that didn’t 
stop the Catholic Archbishop of Sydney from 1884 to 1911, Archbishop Moran asserting 
this to be a fact, and it was taught in Catholic schools for many years. He claimed that 
the real site of de Queirós's New Jerusalem was not Vanuatu, but near Gladstone in 
Queensland.  
 
The other ghostly traveller in this mid pacific meeting of Stewart’s poem was William 
Lane, the then socialist founder of the New Australia colony in Paraguay in 1894. It 
too ended in disaster. He sailed eastwards across the Pacific with a small group of 
colonists.  
 
The story of their meeting in the poem is one of two idealistic dreamers looking 
eastwards, westwards, disillusioned by the reality from which they travelled, for some 
Utopia which could embody their high ideals. Lane declares de Quieros hoped for 
Heaven to be a desert where the grow feeds upon poor men’s hearts and picks their 
eyes. Hence his looking for Paradise in Paraguay. De Dequiros corrects him, saying 
that there men tear each other’s entrails out for gold. Lane’s Utopia indeed collapsed 
over money, rum, sexual jealousy and the climate.  
 
The poem ends with their quest unended and unfulfilled - “Must be somewhere, east 
or west, this land of love and faith.” 
 
Stewart is saying that neither Religion nor Politics can deliver Paradise on earth 
because it runs against fallen human nature. What is left?  
 
Must we settle for what we have? The advertisers message? “Eat Drink and enjoy the 
sporting spectacles for tomorrow we die?”  
 
Part of the answer for Christians lies in the gifts brought by the Magi: Gold, 
Frankincense and Myrrh. Each of these indicated an aspect of the life of Jesus - that he 
truly is Lord, not Caesar or Herod. Not the Temple Authorities who successfully 
sought his death.  
 
The Gold suggests we lessen the tribute we offer to the power structures to which we 
belong and on which we depend. Neither nation nor political affiliation can make 
ultimate claims upon us.  
 
Frankincense suggests we get out from under the delusions of what our age and 
society regards as sacred, the gods that people run after.  
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The Myrrh pointing to the death of Jesus invites our hearts to lighten as death loses 
its hold over us. The message of resurrection of Jesus is don’t be afraid to live. Live for 
those things that are worth dying for. We are not defeated by death.  
 
For myself I think as a Christian that we are about a journey which has no ultimate 
fulfilment in this life. It is, as it was for the disciples a journey of coming and seeing 
and finding in him the place we are seeking.  
 
A journey taken in search of One who calls us beyond ourselves; One before whom we 
are prepared to kneel, and to whom we offer the best of our gifts, flawed and 
unworthy though they be. One whom then we are prepared to follow.  
 
The Lord be with you. 
 
Amen. 
 
Rev. John Noble 
St Paul’s Cathedral Bendigo 
26th January 2014 
 


